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Submission to  

ASEAN Intergovernmental Commission on 

Human Rights (AICHR) 
 

24 September 2010, Kuala Lumpur 

 

- H.E. Do Ngoc Son 
Chairperson and Representative of Viet Nam to the ASEAN Intergovernmental 

Commission on Human Rights (AICHR) 

-  H.E. Pehin Dato Hamid Bakal 
Representative of Brunei Darussalam 

-     H.E. Om Yentieng 

Representative of the Kingdom of Cambodia 

-     H.E. Rafendi Djamin 

Representative of Indonesia 

-     H.E. Bounkeut Sangsomsak  

Representative of the Lao P.D.R 

-     H.E. Dato’ Sri Muhammad Shafee Abdullah 

Representative of Malaysia 

-     H.E. U Kyaw Tint Swe 

Representative of Myanmar 

-     H.E. Rosario G. Manalo 

Representative of the Republic of the Philippines 

-     H.E. Richard R. Magnus 

Representative of Singapore 

-     H.E. Sriprapha Petcharamesree 

Representative of the Kingdom of Thailand 

 

 

RE: On the Violation of Yong Vui Kong’s human rights 
 

 

1. Yong Vui Kong, a Malaysia citizen, is now awaiting execution following a 

conviction for trafficking 47g of drug into Singapore. 

 

2. The law, s5(1) (Cap 185) of the Misuse of Drug Act, in which he was charged 

and convicted carries mandatory death penalty, leaving the judge no discretion to 

consider any mitigating factors when passing sentence. This has violated human right 

principles and the right to life as enshrined in Article 3 of the Universal Declaration of 

Human Rights.  

 

3. For the purpose of presenting Yong’s legal case, kindly refer to the attachment 

in respect of the chronology of event.  
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4. As a person facing death penalty, Yong has a right to a fair and impartial 

clemency proceeding. This is an accepted international law and practice and a right 

granted to him pursuant to Article 22(p) of the Constitution of the Republic of 

Singapore. 

 

5. On 9 May 2010, before even the Court of Appeal gave its verdict, the Law 

Minister, K. SHANMUGAM, made this public statement when asked:  

 

“Yong Vui Kong (who was sentenced to hang for trafficking 47g of Heroin) he is 

young. But if we say we let you go what’s the signal we’re sending? We’re sending a 

signal to all drug barons out there…just make sure you choose a victim who’s young 

or a mother of a young child and use them as the people to carry drugs into 

Singapore. With the sympathy generated after these people are caught he added, there 

will be a whole unstoppable stream of people coming through as long as we won’t 

enforce our laws”. 

 

6. This statement was never denied. Instead, the Law Minister repeated the above 

statement and explained that it is a government policy on drug. 

 

7. The Law Minister’s statement has a far-reaching implication on Yong’s case. 

It has indeed offends the rules of natural justice, due process and Yong’s right to 

a fair and impartial clemency proceeding under international law and it’s 

Constitution.  

 

8. The statement had specifically named Yong Vui Kong and literally said that 

he should not be spared of his life. This is not a statement pertaining to the general 

anti-drug policy of Singapore, but a statement directed to Yong’s case. 

 

9. The Law Minister made the above statement before Yong filed his 2
nd

 petition 

for clemency. The rejection of Yong’s 1
st
 petition for clemency in November 2009 

shall not in any way be deemed that Yong’s 2
nd

 petition for clemency, which has yet 

to be filed and heard, will be rejected. Yong’s right to be heard must be upheld and 

due process must be adhered to. 

 

10. The decision of the Singapore High Court in dismissing Yong’s application 

for judicial review, ruled that the President does not have discretion on clemency but 

must act on the advise of the Cabinet has reinforced the arguments above, that the 

Cabinet had made a decision on Yong’s 2
nd

 petition for clemency before Yong is 

heard. Yong was denied his right to be heard, and right to a fair and impartial 

clemency proceeding. 

 

 

11. This is indeed a clear incident on a serious violation of human rights. 
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We, the Save Vui Kong Campaign, urge the AICHR to: 

 

A. Exercising it mandate to obtain information from Singapore on the 

violation of human rights of Yong Vui Kong 

 

B. Exercising it mandate to conduct a thematic study on the mandatory 

death penalty in this region 

 

C. Exercising it function in advising ASEAN countries to stop execute and 

abolish death penalty  

 

 

 

Save Vui Kong Campaign 

No 1, Jalan Maharajalela, 

50150 Kuala Lumpur. 

Tel: 603-2274 6645 

Fax: 603-2272 4089 
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Chronology of Event – Legal case of Yong Vui Kong 

 

Date Event Remarks 

13.6.2007 Yong Vui Kong (“Yong”) arrested Charged under s5(1) (Cap 

185) of the Misuse of Drug 

Act, which carry a 

Mandatory Death Sentence 

7.1.2009 Convicted by the High Court and 

sentenced to death 

 

 Yong filed an appeal in Criminal Appeal 

No 13 of 2008 

 

23.4.2009 Mr Kelvin Lim (Yong counsel then) via a 

letter to the Registrar of the Supreme 

Court of Singapore (“the Registrar”) 

informed that he was instructed to apply 

for leave to withdraw the appeal 

 

29.4.2009 the Court of Appeal (“CA”) affirmed the 

decision of the court below (ie High 

Court) after receiving confirmation that 

Yong was withdrawing his appeal 

 

7.8.2009 Yong filed for the 1
st
 petition for 

clemency to the President of the Republic 

of Singapore  

 

20.11.2009 Yong’s 1
st
 petition for clemency was 

declined 

 

4.12.2009 Yong due to be executed   

3.12.2009 Yong newly appointed counsel Mr M 

Ravi obtained a stay of execution, 

pending the leave to appeal  

 

31.12.2009 Court of Appeal granted leave to appeal held that Yong’s 

withdrawal of appeal was a 

nullity 

 Yong appeal against the sentence,  

challenging the constitutional validity of 

the mandatory death penalty 

 

14.5.2010 Court of Appeal dismissed Yong’s appeal  ruled that Mandatory Death 

Sentence is not 

unconstitutional  

9.5.2010 Law Minister’s Mr K Shunmugan 

comments 

Refer to paragraph 5 

21.7.2010 Yong filed leave for judicial review 

(pertaining to Law Minister’s remarks) 

Amongst others, Yong pray 

that the law minister 

remarks has deprived him a 

fair and impartial 

determination of the 

clemency process, thus he 

is entitled not to be 

deprived of his life on 

account thereof 
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Date Event Remarks 

13.8.2010 High Court dismissed Yong’s application 

for judicial review 

ruled that, amongst others, 

the President has no power 

to grant clemency and there 

is no apparent biasness in 

Yong clemency process 

  court invited the Prison 

Authority to extend the 

deadline for Yong to file 

the 2
nd

 petition for 

clemency until after appeal 

against this decision is 

heard and disposed off 

18.8.2010 M Ravi written to the Prison Authority to 

extend time period for Yong to file his 2
nd

 

petition for clemency  

 

26.8.2010 Last day for Yong to file his 2
nd

 

petition for clemency  

in usual circumstance, the 

President will take 3 

months to consider and 

decide on the clemency. If 

rejected, the President will 

sign an execution order and 

inform the family of the 

execution date 

25.8.2010 Notice of Appeal against the High Court 

decision filed 

 

25.8.2010 Prison Authority replied that the time 

limit for Yong to file his 2
nd

 petition for 

clemency be extended until further 

notice 

 

17.1.2011 Appeal against the High Court decision 

dismissing Yong’s application for 

judicial review 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 


